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Dedication 

As Often as I have written this and Said it... 

It can never be said enough... 

For Me to Dedicate This Work... and Mention All the  

  People I Need to Mention and Thank... 

Would Take Up This Entire Book..  

But I Must Mention a Few 

  All Thanks and Glory To The Father, The Son And  

  The Holy Spirit 

For Without The "One",, None of The Gifts I'm 

Given Would Ever Happen... 

The People That Support Me.. Again None Would get Done 

  Without Your Support 

The People of New York, The Village Who Love What I do, 

and Generously give to Allow Me to get done the little I do.. 

 Thank You .. From the bottom of my Heart. 

The Barbaras of Perry Street, Aria, Roberto, Tania,, The Hudson Diner, The Radio Bar,, Sushi West,, The 

Little Owl,,,  

Pal Joey,, I told ya not to worry,,,, Michael from , The Market Table, Kate from Porto Rico Coffee Company,, 

Carol from Native Leather,, And Everyone of you That are connected to  

Any of These Paintings 

My Children and GrandChildren,, Thank You for Letting me Be a Part of Your  

                             Lives,,,,,.....Remember..To Always,, Be Here Now 

And To Love Each Other ,, And All There Is,,,.. Unconditionally 

 

  



 

 

And To Love Each Other ,, And All There Is,,,.. Unconditionally 

Have to mention, Rose and Joseph Forte, My Mom and Dad, just to make sure They Know they are with Me 

Everyday,, as well All the Ones who I’ive Known who have Physically Left the Physical Plane 

My Brothers and Sister, Thank You,  

Paul Menta, a million Thank You's Love You, Gilligan, Soft and Loving,, You are OK, Robert is Here, You 

Know,, Richard and Suzanne,, Blue Heaven Peeps,, 

 Thanks, Larry Tuerson, Thanks My Brother 

 

 

 

              Watercolor by Tania Hanscom, Cambridge Ontario, Tania Hanscom Fine Art (FB) 

 

  



 

 

 

This Book of Watercolors has so many special reasons for me to see it in Print. One being that I'm not a watercolorist,, but,,I 

learned a few years back,, that you can watercolor more ways than, "the right way" ,to watercolor.. so watercolor the way I 

would oil paint and like the result. Another reason I am happy about this book is that I feel it shows a more realistic view of 

what Greenwich Village is... so rather than keep telling you all the reasons that are special for me to do this,, The most 

important reason is,, because I want to do it,, like All of life The reason to do what you do is really only because ,, You Want 

to Do It,, Don't get caught up in the whys ,, of Why you should or shouldn't.... 

Every Person can draw or paint,, its about learning what medium and what subject matter you are good at,, that’s the secret 

,,much like a musician that has learned that he’s a drummer and loves playing the blues,, fine art is the same you may not be 

able to draw a straight line ,, but you may be great at being an abstract oil painter. Once you know the medium and the 

subject matter,, the only way to get better in your own style is by doing it one hundred times,, NOT,, by taking lessons and 

learning how someone else does it, develop your own style,, and never be critical of your work,, its all a learning thing. The 

most important part of Art,, is Loving doing it and loving what you Draw or Paint 

All that about you being an artist and being able to do it,, is another reason this book is special to me,, just to be able to express 

that,, so as to maybe inspire one person to do it would be a satisfaction of doing this book. 

There are so many stories on the street and it seems that everyone is looking for a miracle,, if you spend a few months ,, fifteen 

hours a day painting or drawing on the streets of New York,, there isn't anything you haven't heard or seen,, People wanting 

you to draw the Chelsea Hotel because the future doesn't look real good for it,, but,, that’s just another persons song and you 

know we all got a few of them,, you really have to stay focused on what is really real in your secret world ,, Cause you can get 

caught up real easy in someone else’s dance.... 

One of the reasons I draw and paint Greenwich Village is that there’s no end to what to do,, and there has to be a direction to 

what your doing and are going to do,, every now and again that changes for no other reason than,, what you were doing can 

wait,, much like life itself,, Most of the paintings are done years after I’ve been asked by whoever requested it and a lot of times 

that request came from more than a few people. 

I would also like you to know that what I draw and paint I wouldn't hesitate to tell you to try out,, again cause if I didn't 

want to go there to see it or enjoy it I wouldn't paint it,,  

A lot of what is in the book has to do with the people connected to it,,  that got me to do them,, and I would like to write about 

each and everyone of them,, but again that’s another book,, and what I write with each drawing can pretty well be written 

about all of them,, Enjoy 

 

  



 

  



 

 



 

  



 

 



 

  



 

 


